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ASK THE EXPERT
What do you regard as the greatest success in
your career to date?
Hollub Homes is proud to be the only two-time winner of the
Builders Association of South Florida’s Best of Show award.
We also feel privileged to have helped shape the South Florida
landscape with our custom homes and communities over the
last 60 years.
What do you like most about your job?
It is exciting to understand our clients’ points of view and make it
happen for them. We have real connections with our clients,
many of whom we’ve built or renovated multiple homes for over
the years.

HOLLUB HOMES
A familial legacy in the making, the Hollubs have invested six decades
into refining their craft. From custom private residences to speculative
homes to large-scale renovations, the South Florida building and
remodeling firm has carved a unique niche in the market where
innovation and quality constantly surpass expectations. At its core, the
award-winning company is rooted in building relationships, placing
rapport, trust and open communication at the forefront of each project.
“Hollub Homes is devoted to its tagline ‘relationship built.’ When building
for a specific client, we are committed to providing the highest level of
client service and a seamless, stress-free process,” says Harry Hollub, the
company’s president and CEO. Harry, a second-generation builder, has a
near lifetime of experience, with memories of shadowing his father on
various job sites from the time he was a toddler. “I always knew I wanted
to go into the family business,” he shares. “I grew up on job sites, learning
tricks of the trade. By age 6, I planted grass on the job sites and at 13, I
performed carpentry and tarred roofs.” The family-centered business was
further complemented by the addition of Helene, Harry’s sister and the
principal and executive vice president of the company. Equipped with 30
years of design and home building experience, Helene is the visionary
behind Hollub Homes’ unique exterior and interior designs. “I embrace
the challenge of creating something new with each and every project,”
she enthuses. “However, I am particularly excited about the modern
aesthetic, complemented by organic materials to warm the home with a
timeless sophistication. Of course, given my love of nature, I am drawn to
organic and textural materials.”

RIGHT:
The custom stainless steel and Starphire glass staircase is warmed by natural
limestone treads and the reintroduction of exterior Resysta paneling.
Furnishings by Armani/Casa. Artwork by Roberto Gómez, Locust Projects.
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Is your work easily recognizable? Why or why not?
When building a home, we want our clients and buyers to receive
a one-of-a-kind home. However, we believe our legendary quality
and finish work is recognizable and is what makes a Hollub home.

Helene Hollub was the designer of the 60th Anniversary
Showcase Home in Snapper Creek Lakes, where she
designed and coordinated the entire residence. Features
include commercial-grade construction, artisan-stacked
stone and Resysta wood.

“

We believe our greatest assets are our
relationships and our reputation.

The club room décor centers on a custom 9-foot-long wood and crystalline
stone waterfall lightbox bar and a wood ceiling with indirect lighting.
Furnishings by B. Pila Design. Artwork by Roberto Gómez, Locust Projects.

–Harry and Helene Hollub

This modern kitchen is grounded by sapele cabinets, which feature leatherfinished matte absolute granite tops and a 60-inch Wolf range. A matching
island serves as a working bridge for the Miele and Sub-Zero appliances.
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